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Nickel complexes with a two-electron reduced CO2 ligand
(CO2

2� , “carbonite”) are investigated with regard to the
influence alkali metal (AM) ions have as Lewis acids on the
activation of the CO2 entity. For this purpose complexes with
NiII(CO2)AM (AM=Li, Na, K) moieties were accessed via deproto-
nation of nickel-formate compounds with (AM)N(iPr)2. It was
found that not only the nature of the AM ions in vicinity to CO2

affect the activation, but also the number and the ligation of a
given AM. To this end the effects of added (AM)N(R)2, THF, open
and closed polyethers as well as cryptands were systematically

studied. In 14 cases the products were characterized by X-ray
diffraction and correlations with the situation in solution were
made. The more the AM ions get detached from the carbonite
ligand, the lower is the degree of aggregation. At the same
time the extent of CO2 activation is decreased as indicated by
the structural and spectroscopic analysis and reactivity studies.
Accompanying DFT studies showed that the coordinating AM
Lewis acidic fragment withdraws only a small amount of charge
from the carbonite moiety, but it also affects the internal charge
equilibration between the LtBuNi and carbonite moieties.

Introduction

Utilizing ubiquitous CO2 as an inexpensive C1-source to produce
valuable chemicals and fuels is a central aim of current research
efforts.[1–6] Reductive transformations typically require an initial
energy input in form of heat, irradiation or electrons, which
may originate from metal centres.[7–14]

In this regard, the [Ni,Fe] carbon monoxide dehydrogenase
(CODH) serves as a natural role model for a reductive activation
process, as it catalyses the reversible transformation of CO2 to
CO.[15–16] Dobbek and co-workers have succeeded in isolating an
intermediate of the enzymatic cycle which features a doubly
reduced CO2

2� “carbonite” ligand,[17] bound by a heterobimetal-
lic [Ni,Fe] site (Figure 1).[18–19] Activation of the CO2 molecule

accordingly proceeds in a cooperative fashion, involving the
fixation at the redox-active Ni centre as well as support by an
additional Lewis acidic interaction with the FeII centre to
facilitate the redox process. Chemists have shown that synthetic
analogues of such metal-bound CO2 complexes can be
produced through reactions of gaseous CO2 with reduced metal
precursors under laboratory conditions[20–23] and a few represen-
tatives with nickel as the central atom have been reported.[24–27]

Isolation and characterisation of corresponding low molecular
weight M� CO2 complexes is of high interest, since they offer
the opportunity for directed investigation of the relation
between structure and reactivity. Especially, the role of
supporting Lewis acids in the second coordination sphere
needs to be elucidated more closely, since several publications
reported that their presence facilitate CO2 activation processes
as well as catalytic turnovers.[23,28–34] However, isolation of
M� CO2 species, derived from gaseous CO2, can be challenging
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Figure 1. (A) Structure of the carbonite intermediate in the catalytic cycle of
the [Ni,Fe]� CODH (A). (B) A similar species can be formed via formate
deprotonation at a β-diketiminato nickel site.
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due to successive reactions with excessive CO2 leading to
reductive disproportions of the desired intermediates.[35–40]

Recently, we have reported that deprotonation of the
formate complex [LtBuNiOOCH], I, with amide bases gives rise to
reduced CO2 complexes of the type [LtBuNi(CO2)AM3(NR2)2]
(AM=Li, Na, K; R=N(SiMe3)2), II (Figure 1).[41] These complexes
contain a NiII� CO2

2� core surrounded by Lewis acidic alkali
metal (AM) cations and therefore resemble the bifunctional
active site of the CODH; similar structural motifs have also been
found in the product resulting from CO2 activation at a β-
diketiminato Ni0 entity.[42] For the deprotonation of the formate
ligand with (AM)N(SiMe3)2, a threefold excess of base was
required to ensure a complete conversion of I. While the first
equivalent was needed for β-deprotonation of the formate
ligand, the additional two equivalents remained in the second
coordination sphere around the NiII� CO2

2� core, forming a
surrounding AM3N2 shell.

In II the carbonite ligand is prepared for facile CO
elimination, which can be triggered by contact with electro-
philes and influenced by the nature of the surrounding Lewis
acidic cations AM+ (see Figure 1). Furthermore, for the case of
AM=K conditions were found that induce Ni reduction and
formation of C� C coupling products.[43]

While correspondingly the NiII formate/base system can be
used as a Ni0/CO2 surrogate, the simplicity of a deprotonation
reaction with solid precursors (instead of dosing exactly one
equivalent of gaseous CO2) makes this route very convenient
for a more detailed analysis of the factors that influence CO2

activation and the behaviour of the resulting NiII� CO2
2� species.

However, the additional two AM amide equivalents contained
in the AM3N2 shell do not stay innocent during reactivity studies
of the CO2 complexes, giving rise to complicated product
mixtures.[43]

Herein, we report the synthesis of amide-free mono-
metalated complexes [LtBuNi(CO2)AM] through replacement of
(AM)N(SiMe3)2 by the stronger base (AM)N(iPr)2. The complexes
thus formed turned out to be ideal precursors for further
modifications in the second coordination sphere of the
NiII� CO2

2� core. Therefore, a detailed study is presented,
showing how distance, number, and nature of the supporting
AM cations are affecting the spectroscopic properties and the
degree of CO2 activation at the β-diketiminato nickel site.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of mono-metalated complexes

As pointed out above, using (AM)N(SiMe3)2 as a base for the
deprotonation it had been found in previous work that three
equivalents are required for a clean reaction that leads to an
isolable product; the additional two equivalents (beyond the
one performing the deprotonation) were then incorporated in
the product. However, varying the amide from N(SiMe3)2

� to
N(iPr)2

� in the present investigation it turned out that the
addition of one equivalent is sufficient for complete deprotona-
tion and formation of products with a Ni/AM ratio of 1 : 1,
namely [LtBuNi(CO2)Li(THF)x], 1-THF, [LtBuNi(CO2)Na(THF)x], 2-THF
and [LtBuNi(CO2)K(THF)x], 3-THF. For all three derivatives success-
ful deprotonation of the formate ligand was apparent by a blue
shift of the C� O stretching (νCO2) vibration and a characteristic
1H NMR pattern, resulting from the side-on bound carbonite
ligand causing an asymmetric square planar ligand environ-
ment around the NiII ion. Deprotonation studies performed with
the 13C-labeled precursor 13I enabled monitoring the reactions
by 13C NMR spectroscopy and allowed to determine the 13C
NMR shifts of the CO2

2� ligand (δ13CCO2), characteristic for each
derivative (see Scheme 1).

Single crystal X-ray analysis of crystals grown from a
saturated hexane solution of 2-THF confirmed incorporation of
only one sodium ion per CO2 complex. However, it also revealed
that in the absence of additional AM amides the complex
aggregates to a trimer, (see Figure 2 or SI Figure S12). The
sodium ions and the oxygen atoms, distal to the nickel centres,
form a Na3O3 core (see Figure 2B). Additional interactions of the
Ni-bound oxygen atoms with the sodium ions further stabilise
the trimer together with electrostatic interactions between aryl
residues and the sodium ions. The determined structure also
verified coordination of two THF molecules at the counter ions,
one of which adopts a bridging coordination between two Na
ions (Figure 2B).

The molecular structure of 3-THF revealed that also the K
derivative exhibits an oligomeric structure (see Figure 3). [LtBuNi-
(CO2)K] entities are arranged in form of polymeric chains in
which the [LtBuNi(CO2)]

– units are bridged by potassium ions.
Thereby each cation binds to the distal oxygen atom of one

Scheme 1. Deprotonation of Ni-formate (I) using (AM)N(iPr)2 to yield mono-metalated carbonite complexes [LtBuNi(CO2)AM(THF)x]. Observed
13C NMR shifts

(ppm) of the CO2
2� ligands are provided.
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carbonite ligands as well as to the Ni-bound oxygen atom of
the following unit, producing a central [� K� OCO� ]x chain.
Furthermore, THF and Et2O molecules are coordinated to the

potassium ions in an alternating fashion yielding an overall
composition of [LtBuNi(CO2)K(THF)L

tBuNi(CO2)K(Et2O)]x, (3-THF/
Et2O)x, for the single crystalline material; the Et2O donor

Figure 2. (A) Molecular structure of 2. Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. A similar structural arrangement of the [LtBuNi(CO2)]Na]
moieties was found for the molecular structure of 2-THF (see SI Figure S12). (B) Comparison of the central Na3O3 core of 2 (left) and 2-THF (right). (C) Structural
section of repeating unit in 2 and 2-THF. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°] (values are averaged between the three units): 2: Ni� C1 1.80, Ni� O1 1.96,
C1� O1 1.30, C1� O2 1.23; O1� C1� O2 124.5, Na1� O1 2.49, Na1� O2 2.37, Na2� O2 2.18. 2-THF: Ni� C1 1.80, Ni� O1 1.95, C1� O1 1.29, C1� O2 1.24; O1� C1� O2
127.2, Na1� O1 2.74, Na1� O2 2.37, Na2� O2 2.19.

Figure 3. (A) Molecular structure of (3-THF/Et2O)x. Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules (cocrystallised and coordinated) are omitted for clarity. (B)
Structural section of the repeating unit. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Ni1� C1 1.805(3), Ni1� O1 1.949(3), C1� O1 1.34(4), C1� O2 1.220(4); O1� C1� O2
130.1(3), K1� O2 2.517(2), K1� O3 2.593(2), Ni2� C37 1.818(3), Ni2� O3 1.932(2), C37� O3 1.298(4), C1� O2 1.222(4); O1� C1� O2 130.3(3), K2� O4 2.599(3), K2� O1
2.632(3).
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molecules originate from the solvent mixture used for crystal-
lisation and they are not present directly after synthesis of 3-
THF in pure THF.

Although numerous attempts to grow crystals of 1-THF
were carried out, this compound eluded crystallisation, prevent-
ing determination of its structure in the solid state. However,
based on the data collected for the heavier analogues it is
reasonable to assume that also 1-THF exhibits an oligomeric
structure.

It was found that coordinated THF can be removed from
the AM ions by applying several drying cycles under vacuum.
This gave rise to the donor-free variants [LtBuNi(CO2)]AM], 1, 2
and 3 (see Scheme 1). While no single crystalline material could
be obtained in case of 1 or 3, X-ray analysis of single crystals of
2, grown from a saturated benzene solution, revealed that the
trimeric structure remains conserved upon removal of coordi-
nated THF (see Figure 2 and Figure S11). The molecular
structure of 2 essentially matches the one of 2-THF, except that
the Na3O3 ring adopts an almost planar conformation while for
2-THF a boat-like arrangement has been observed (see Fig-
ure 2B). While the structures of 2 and 2-THF in the crystalline
state indicate that THF coordination at the AM ions does not
affect the oligomeric constitution of molecules in the solid
state, the question arose whether this is also true in solution.
Therefore, diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR meas-
urements were conducted which confirmed the oligomeric
nature of 2 in non-coordinating solvents (see SI section 4).
However, based on the determined diffusion coefficients the
size of the oligomer could not be estimated with sufficient
certainty. In contrast, measurements performed in THF solutions
indicate that 2-THF exists as monomer in this solvent. Hence,
the determined solid-state structure of 2-THF does not reflect
the true constitution of the molecule in solution but represents
the favourable arrangement in the crystalline state. In the
presence of excessive THF molecules these cleave the contacts
between the sodium ions to neighbouring carbonite units thus
leading to a breakdown of the oligomers (see Scheme 2).

Having found that the use of (AM)N(iPr)2 as a base allows
isolation of complexes with Ni/AM ratios of 1 : 1, the question
arose why deprotonation with (AM)N(SiMe3)2 required three
equivalents leading to complexes II with Ni/AM ratios of 1 : 3.
Seeking for an answer, 13I was reacted with varying amounts of
LiN(iPr)2. While reaction with just one equivalent of base in C6D6

gave 1, as indicated by the occurrence of a single resonance in
the 13C NMR spectrum, reaction with two equivalents caused
the formation of a product mixture containing 1 and another

new species with a δ13CCO2 of 174.1 ppm. After adding a third
equivalent of LiN(iPr)2 the signal of 1 was not observable
anymore while the new signal prevailed, indicating formation of
a single product. Based on the 1H NMR spectrum in combina-
tion with IR spectroscopic analysis it was concluded that the
new species corresponds to [LtBuNi(CO2)]Li3[N(

iPr)2]2, IILDA, which
forms in a stepwise fashion involving 1 as an intermediate (see
Scheme 3). Therefore, we tested whether 1 can also be
converted into IILiHMDS by addition of two equivalents of
LiN(SiMe3)2. Indeed, formation of IILiHMDS could be verified by
NMR and IR spectroscopy. Hence, 1 can be employed as a
precursor for various complexes of type [LtBuNi(CO2)]Li3[NR2]2,
regardless of the coordinated amide. This is surprising, since
intermediate formation of 1 had never been observed for
reactions of I with LiN(SiMe3)2.

[41] Using less than three
equivalent of LiN(SiMe3)2 leads to an incomplete conversion of I
to IILiHMDS as well as to some undesired side reactions. To
ascertain whether the deprotonation product for each base
arises from kinetic or thermodynamic control test reactions
between the amide adducts and I were performed. Interest-
ingly, the reaction of IILDA with two equivalents of I led to the
formation of 1 via deprotonation of the formate ligands by the
co-coordinated amide functions. Such transformation could not
be observed when IILiHMDS was reacted with I. Apparently, the
higher basicity of LiN(iPr)2 favours the deprotonation of the
formate ligand such that 1 becomes accessible, while for
LiHMDS adduct formation is favoured.

Also for 2 and 3 it was proven that the complexes can act
as precursors for their analogues with two additional (AM)NR2
equivalents incorporated (see Scheme 4). Applying such a
stepwise synthetic approach with initial generation of 3
enabled the isolation of IIKHMDS and determination of its
molecular structure, which had not been possible in previous
attempts using KN(SiMe3)2 directly.[41,43] The obtained data of
IIKHMDS confirmed that the K3N2 shell is bent out of the
(N)2Ni(CO2)-plane (see SI Figure S30), as was previously pre-
dicted by DFT calculations.[43]

Scheme 2. Interconversion of oligomeric 2, observed in non-coordinating
solvents (left), and monomeric 2-THF observed in solution of THF (right).

Scheme 3. Stepwise synthesis of complexes IILiNR2, involving 1 as the
intermediate.
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The results presented so far may be summarised as follows:
Obviously, once generated with (AM)N(iPr)2 as the base the
complexes 1–3 feature Lewis acidic character at the AM
counterion. Accordingly, in the absence of donor molecules the
AM ions saturate their coordination sphere by using donor
atoms from neighbouring molecules, which leads to oligomer-
isation. Addition of amides yields monomeric complexes of
type II stabilised by a surrounding AM3N2 shell. Similarly, when
formate deprotonation is performed in THF, coordination of
solvent molecules occurs giving rise to donor adducts 1-THF, 2-
THF and 3-THF, which exhibit a monomeric nature in solution.
However, THF binding is reversible such that oligomeric
arrangements are accessible, which preferably crystallise.

Having identified the constitution of the compounds in the
solid state and in solution as well as their interconversion, a
closer look at the nickel carbonite moieties will be taken next.
The spectroscopic data of the complexes suggest that coordina-
tion of the solvent molecules is not just affecting the
aggregation behaviour but also the electronic situation of the
Ni� CO2

2� core. Comparing 1 and 2 with their respective THF
adducts 1-THF and 2-THF δ13CCO2 values shift upfield by around
5 ppm upon coordination of THF. A NMR titration experiment
(see SI Figure S5 and S6) for which THF was added in portions
to a C6D6 solution of 1 proved that the upfield shift indeed
arises from THF coordination at the lithium centre to form 1-
THF and is not just originating from the different solvent
system. Interestingly, for K derivatives 3 and 3-THF spectro-
scopic differences were less pronounced indicating that the
Ni� CO2� K core is less affected by THF coordination at the
potassium ion (see Scheme 1 for δ13CCO2 data or SI Table S2).

In order to find the origin of these spectroscopic changes,
the bond parameters for 2 and 2-THF were compared (see
Figure 2 or SI Table S2). Upon THF coordination only slight

structural changes were observed within the CO2
2� ligand.

Interestingly, the distance between the Ni-bound oxygen atom
and the sodium ion (O1� Na1) got significantly elongated by
about 0.2 Å upon THF coordination (see Figure 2C). This
indicates that coordination of donors at the AM induces its
detachment and thereby weakens the interaction of the Lewis
acidic counterion with the CO2

2� ligand. Due to the lack of
structural information for 1 and 3 no general claim can be
made. However, the influence of coordinating donor moieties
on the CO2 activation will be further investigated in the
following.

Variation of the ligand support – alkali metal detachment

The tendency of anionic complexes with AM counterions to
form oligomers is a well-known phenomenon.[44–46] Typically,
the size of the oligomers can be controlled by the addition of
donor ligands which saturate the coordination sphere of the
AM ions and thereby prevent bridging arrangements. In this
context, chelating ligands, such as macrocyclic crown ethers or
polycyclic cryptands, have been proven very efficient as they
can cause a breakdown of oligomers yielding monomeric
compounds or even separated ion pairs.[47] Previous reports
have also shown that addition of crown ethers to transition
metal CO2 complexes featuring AM counter ions allows for the
isolation of well-defined monomeric compounds.[42,48] Accord-
ingly, the experiments discussed throughout the previous
section have shown that coordination of donor molecules like
THF towards the AM counterion is affecting the constitution of
the oligomeric complexes 1–3, especially in solution. Further-
more, the spectroscopic data suggests that the presence of THF
is affecting the binding situation around the NiII� CO2

2� core,
indicating that THF coordination around the AM is altering its
interaction with the carbonite ligand. However, the lability of
the THF ligands impede a more comprehensive examination on
how [AM(THF)x]

+ entities influence the Ni-mediated CO2

activation. Therefore, THF was replaced by chelating ligands to
afford a series of complexes with well-defined ligand to metal
ratios (see Figure 4). These complexes of type [LtBuNi(CO2)]AM-
(ligand)x] (x=1, 2) were synthesised via reaction of the AM
derivatives 1, 2 or 3, generated in situ prior to use, with the
respective ligand in non-coordinating solvents (see Scheme 5).
Purification of the resulting products was significantly simplified
compared to the donor free derivatives since the solubility of
the complexes in non-polar solvents was drastically decreased,

Scheme 4. Stepwise synthesis of complexes II(AM)HMDS (AM=Na, K), involving 2
or 3 as the intermediate.

Scheme 5. General scheme for the formation of monomeric AM carbonite
complexes supported by polyether ligands.
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enabling simple precipitation of the clean product from hexane.
The molecular structures of most presented complexes were
determined by single crystal X-ray analysis, allowing to monitor
the structural changes around the NiII� CO2

2� � AM core upon
ligand variation.

Reaction of 1 with diglyme afforded 1-Diglyme and thus
the first structurally characterised mono-lithiated derivative of
the presented complexes. 1-Diglyme features a 1 :1 ratio
between the Li+ counter ion and the coordinated glycol chain,
which, unlike THF, could not be removed from the complex
under vacuum. Although DOSY measurements indicated a
monomeric constitution in solution (see SI section 4) the
determined structure still revealed that 1-Diglyme forms a
dimer in solid-state, in which one of the Li+ counterions
connects two CO2

2� ligands (see SI Figure S40). Notably, this
bridging lithium ion is only coordinated in a η2-fashion by its
diglyme ligand, so that one ether donor remains dangling,
while the non-bridging ion is fully coordinated by its diglyme
ligand. Apparently, this flexibility in coordination of the linear
glycol chain allows the favourable formation of the dimer in the
crystalline state. Hence, 1 was reacted with cyclic crown ethers
which due their macrocyclic effect bind the ions more strongly.
Indeed, reaction with 12-crown-4 afforded the monomeric
complex 1–12C4 in which the CO2

2� ligand adopts a η2-k2O,O’

coordination towards the lithium ion. Interestingly, when 1 was
instead reacted with the larger crown ether 15-crown-5 the
resulting complex 1-15C5 was also isolated as a monomeric
species, however, the coordination mode of the carbonite
ligand at the lithium ion changed from η2-k2O,O’ to η1-kO.
Comparison of both structures (see Figure 5) revealed that in 1–
12C4 the lithium ion is located out of the cavity allowing
interaction with both carbonite oxygen atoms, while in 1-15C5
the ion is much more embedded in the crown ether cavity and
therefore only allows interaction with the sterically accessible
distal oxygen atom.

Figure 4. Overview for all synthesised complexes of type [LtBuNi(CO2)]AM(ligand)x] (x=1, 2). The drawn structures were determined by single crystal X-ray
analysis.

Figure 5. Comparison of the Li+� CO2
2� bonding mode between 1–12C4 and

1-15C5.
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Having found that the size and structure of the co-ligand
support is affecting the coordination of the AM ion quite
drastically also the heavier homologues 2 and 3 were reacted
with crown ethers of varying size. Reaction of 2 with either 15-
crown-5 or 18-crown-6 gave rise to 2-15C5 and 2-18C6 which
compared to each other display a similar change in the
coordination mode of the AM ion as the lithium analogues
upon increase of the ligand size. Synthesis of 3–18C6, which
shares the same η2-k2O,O’ coordination as 1–12C4 and 2-15C5,
has been previously described by Hayton et al.[42] starting from
CO2, but could also be achieved in the course of this
investigation via the formate deprotonation route. When 2 or 3
were instead reacted with crown ethers, which are too small to
host the ions within its cavity two derivatives with varying
amounts of crown ether were isolated. Reaction of 2 with 12-
crown-4 afforded the dinickel compound 2-12C4. Although the
complex features an overall AM/crown ether ratio of 1 : 1 this
does not emerge locally: one of the sodium ions is encapsulated
by two 12-crown-4 molecules to yield a separated [Na(12C4)2]

+

ion while the second one is bridging two CO2
2� ligands to give

the corresponding [(LtBuNiCO2)2Na]
� counterion. Apparently, the

four oxygen donors of 12-crown-4 are not sufficient to stabilise
a monomeric constitution of 2–12C4 and therefore this ionic
arrangement is favourable. DOSY measurements confirmed that
the dinuclear structure with a separated [Na(12C4)2]

+ ion
remains preserved in solution (see SI section 4). Addition of a
second equivalent of 12-crown-4 leads to the encapsulation of
the second sodium ion to afford the monomeric complex 2-
(12C4)2. The molecular structure indicated the formation of a
separated ion pair in which no interaction between the carbon-
ite and sodium ion was present anymore. Also, for the reaction
between 3 and 15-crown-5 formation of the two complexes 3–
15C5 and 3-(15C5)2 was observed which behave almost like
ionic liquids as they tend to separate as a viscous oil from
solution. This prevented structural characterisation since no
single crystalline material was obtained. Assuming that encap-
sulation of the potassium ion in 3-(15C5)2 also leads to the

formation of a separated ion pair it was expected that 2-(12C4)2
and 3-(15C5)2 provide the same spectroscopic features in
regard to the NiII� CO2

2� core as both derivates exhibit an
isolated [LtBuNi(CO2)]

� ion. Surprisingly, the δ13CCO2 values and
νCO2 frequencies were somewhat different for both compounds,
suggesting that the situation is more dynamic in solution.
Consistently, we observed that addition of further equivalents
of 12-crown-4 to 2-(12C4)2 causes the δ13CCO2 value to shift
further upfield indicating that in solution interaction between
the cation and the carbonite ligand does occur (see SI
Figure S83).

To further examine this finding, we exchanged the crown
ethers by even more chelating cryptands, capable of encapsu-
lating AM ions. Reaction of 2 with 4,7,13,16,21-Pentaoxa-1,10-
diazabicyclo[8.8.5]tricosane (C221) yielded 2-C221 which was
found to crystallise in two different solid-state structures
depending on the chosen conditions (see Figure 6). While slow
crystallisation from toluene at low temperatures afforded
crystals of the compound with a separated ion pair structure,
fast crystallisation by evaporation of a hexane/Et2O mixture
gave rise to crystals corresponding to a structure, in which the
distal oxygen atom remains coordinated to the sodium ion (2-
C221’). For the corresponding derivative 3-C222, derived from
reaction of 3 with 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-
diazabicyclo[8.8.8]hexacosane (C222), the molecular structure
also showed interaction between the potassium ion and
carbonite (see SI Figure S98). Further attempts to grow crystals
of a structural isomer without interaction were not undertaken.

The findings show that the solid-state structures of the
complexes presented here do not necessarily reflect their true
nature in solution. This is in line with the situation of 2-THF, for
which, as outlined before, DOSY measurements suggest the
presence of monomers in THF solutions, while it assembles into
a trimer during crystallisation. Nevertheless, the determined
molecular structures represent minima on the potential energy
surface, which should be highly relevant also in solution and
they reflect how the interaction strength between the CO2

2�

Figure 6. Molecular structures of the two isomers of 2-C221. Left: Separated ion pair structure. Right: Structure which features interaction of the carbonite
ligand with the sodium counterion (2-C221’).
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ligand and its counter ion evolves upon variation of the co-
ligand. For ligands with a low number of coordinating sites a
strong contact between the AM and CO2

2� ligand is observed
even allowing intermolecular interaction. However, with in-
creasing number of chelating donor sites inherent to the ligand
support the host-guest affinity towards the AM is also increased
which induces a detachment from the CO2

2� ligand. Based on
the extent of collected data one can see that this detachment
occurs stepwise, starting with breakdown of oligomers until a
complete ion separation is achieved (see Figure 7).

Notably, cleavage of the CO2
2� -AM interaction to form

separated ions was only achieved for the heavier AM analogues
while attempts to isolate a corresponding lithium derivative
failed. Reaction of 1 with larger crown ethers or cryptands did
not lead to a detachment of the counterion as it was only
partially coordinated by the co-ligand. Apparently, the inter-
action of lithium towards the carbonite ligand is too strong to
be compensated by the host-guest interaction.

The presented complexes do not only differ by their solid-
state structures but are also distinguished by their δ13CCO2 values
and νCO2 frequencies, showing that the AM detachment affects
the bonding situation of the NiII� CO2

2� unit and thereby also
the “degree of CO2 activation”.

Degree of activation of CO2

Due to its ambiphilic nature, resulting from the presence of an
electrophilic carbon atom as well as nucleophilic oxygen atoms,
CO2 is highly eligible for bifunctional activation processes. While
this property is extensively exploited by FLP-type systems,[49–52]

also transition metal based activation benefits from combina-
tion of Lewis acidic and Lewis basic sites. Although binding of
CO2 at a single Lewis basic metal is generally possible,[52–56]

supporting interaction with Lewis acids facilitates the M!CO2

electron transfer and stabilises the resulting charge distribution
at the molecule.[23,25,34,56–60] As a consequence, bifunctional
systems usually allow for a stronger binding of the CO2 ligand
and a higher degree of activation, referring to a stronger
donation of electron density into the antibonding orbitals of
the molecule. The latter usually translates into structural
changes for the CO2 ligand, as for example bending of the
linear molecule or elongation of the C� O bonds. The latter is
also reflected by a red shift of the νCO2 bands. For diamagnetic
systems also δ13CCO2 values can be used to describe the degree
of activation. While changes of νCO2 frequencies as well as
structural deformation of the CO2 ligand are consequences of
the occupation of antibonding orbitals, the relation between

the degree of activation and δ13CCO2 values is not as clear.
However, the results of empirical studies suggest that stronger
activation is usually accompanied by downfield shifts. Preceding
work of Agapie et al. has demonstrated that the degree of
activation, as indicated by IR and 13C NMR spectroscopic data,
of a Mo0-bound CO2 ligand correlates with the strength of the
cooperating Lewis acid.[61] The question still remains whether
this relation is also applicable to other systems and which
further factors may affect the degree of CO2 activation.

Also, in the complexes described here CO2 is activated in a
cooperative fashion between the electron donating nickel
centre and the Lewis acidic AM counterion. So far, this study
has shown that the mono-metalated complexes 1, 2 and 3 offer
an excellent platform for modifications in the second coordina-
tion sphere around the NiII� CO2

2� core. As demonstrated, the
following three parameters can be easily modified by simple
adjustment during synthesis:
(1) the nature of the cooperating Lewis acidic AM counter ion,
(2) the number of Lewis acidic and Lewis basic centres in the

second coordination sphere (AM3N2 shell),
(3) the distance between the CO2

2� ligand and the cooperating
Lewis acid.
During the following section, a discussion concerning the

relevance of these parameters on the CO2 activation will be
given based on the structural and spectroscopic database
provided throughout this study (the discussed data are
summarised in SI section 3).

AM variation

With increasing atomic number, the AMs become softer and
lose their oxophilic character leading to a decrease in Lewis
acidity. Hence, upon variation of the AM counterion it is
expected that strongest activation of the carbonite ligand is
reached by the lithium derivatives while for the sodium and
potassium analogues a gradual decrease in activation should be
observed. This assumption was indeed supported by the IR and
NMR spectroscopic data of the presented complexes. When
comparing AM derivatives of similar constitution, a general blue
shift of the νCO2 bands and an upfield shift of the δ13CCO2 values
were observed on moving from the lighter to the heavier AM
ions. Both trends are indeed indicative for a weakening of
activation in order Li>Na>K (data is summarised and graphi-
cally presented in SI section 3.1).

To further support this finding evolution of the metric data
around the NiII� CO2

2� core was examined for the derivatives 1–
12C4, 2-15C5 and 3–18C6 (see Figure 8 and SI Table S1, bottom
row). It is observed that the CO2 bond angles decrease upon
transition from potassium to lithium, accompanied by an
elongation of the side-on coordinated C� O bond (C1� O1). Both
trends support the conclusion that the degree of activation
correlates with the Lewis acidity of the counter ion. However,
comparison of the lengths for the distal C� O bonds (C1� O2)
indicates an inverse trend, as the bond is gradually contracted
upon transition from K to Li. Counterintuitively, this suggests a
strengthening of the bond while the overall molecule is more

Figure 7. Structural development of the NiII� CO2
2� � AM core upon variation

of ether ligand support (exemplified on the series of sodium derivatives).
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activated. Apparently, increasing activation of the CO2 molecule
at the nickel site leads to an increasing divergence of both C� O
bonds which is indeed consistently observed across all
presented complexes. Considering that upon binding between
the Ni� AM site the CO2 molecule is prepared for a C� O bond
cleavage the structural evolution of the carbonite unit with
increasing activation may be regarded as a prearrangement of
this step.

Apart from the metric changes within the CO2
2� ligand itself,

also the binding towards the nickel centre, namely the Ni� C1
bond, was considered for evaluation. Interestingly, it was
observed that this bond experiences a contraction in the order
K>Na>Li. Since CO2 activation proceeds in a kind of push-pull
interaction, the increased Lewis acidity of the lighter AM ion
facilitates the electron transfer from the nickel to the carbon
atom leading to a strengthening of the Ni� C1 bond for higher
degrees of activation.

Multi-functional activation

Transformation of 1, 2 or 3 into the respective complex II is
accompanied by an accumulation of two additional AM cations
around the NiII� CO2

2� core. Due to the contact with three Lewis
acidic centres, one would assume that complexes II feature a
higher degree of CO2 activation compared to their mono AM
analogues. To examine whether this assumption is valid,
spectroscopic data of the two types of complexes were
compared for each of the AM ions (see Figure 9A).

Upon formation of the AM3N2 shell the C� O stretching
frequencies of the carbonite ligand experience a general red
shift (see Figure 10A,B and C and Table S3), indicating that
indeed each derivative of II features a stronger CO2 activation
than its corresponding mono AM analogue. This trend was also
supported by the evolution of δ13CCO2 values for 1 and IILiHMDS

(175.2 ppm vs. 177.6 ppm) showing a downfield shift upon
accumulation of two further Li+ ions around the carbonite
ligand. Contrary to this, the δ13CCO2 values for IINaHMDS and IIKHMDS

suggest that the CO2 unit in the complexes experiences a lower
degree of activation than their analogues 2 (173.2 ppm vs.

175.9 ppm) and 3 (169.5 ppm vs. 170.6 ppm). This can be
understood as follows:

Undeniably, the spectroscopic data indicate that in the
entire series of complexes the extent of CO2 activation is largest
in IILiHMDS, since it features the highest δ13CCO2 value, the lowest
νCO2 frequency and the shortest Ni� C1 bond. Hence, it appears
that coordination of additional AM amide equivalents favours
CO2 activation especially in case of AM=Li, whereas this effect
seems to be less pronounced for sodium and potassium. This
phenomenon can be rationalized by the high oxophilicity of
Li+, which is thus prone to strongly interact with the CO2

2�

ligand. In case of the softer cations Na+ and K+ interactions
with the bridging [N(SiMe3)2]

� moieties become stronger and
therefore quench the interaction with the CO2

2� ligand.
In order to verify the assumption that the bridging amides

have an influence as well, NMR and IR data of IILiHMDS and IILDA

were compared (see Figure 9B). Due to the increased + I effect,
the bridging [N(iPr)2]

� moiety is a stronger electron donor,
which should to some extent quench the interaction of the Li+

ions with the CO2
2� ligand. Indeed, the νCO2 band of IILDA appears

at a higher frequency (see Figure 10D) and at the same time a
lower δ13CCO2 shift compared to IILiHMDS (177.6 ppm vs.
174.1 ppm) is observed, conterminous with a decrease of CO2

activation. This emphasises that construction of the AM3N2 shell
leads to a multi-functional system, and to ascertain the
influence it exerts on the NiII� CO2

2� unit in comparison with
mono metalated complexes it has to be considered as a whole,
including the increased number and the nature of AM ions as
well as the bridging amide entities.

Spatial separation

As already discussed throughout the previous section, increas-
ing the size of the chelating polyether co-ligand leads to a
progressing detachment of the counterion from the carbonite

Figure 8. Structural evolution of the NiII� CO2
2� core upon AM variation.

Figure 9. Selected sets of complexes for comparison of the spectroscopic
features to access the influence of the AM3N2 shell on the CO2 activation.
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in the crystalline state (see Figure 7). Since the spatial separa-
tion between cooperating sites leads to a quenching of the
push-pull interaction through the carbonite ligand, it is
expected that CO2 activation is weakened. This is indeed
supported by a continuous high-field shift of the δ13CCO2 value
for each group of AM derivatives with progressing cation
detachment (see Figure 11 and SI Table S2). This was consistent
across all presented complexes without any exceptions. The
decrease in activation was also displayed by a general blue shift
of νCO2 frequencies although some outliers were found in the
data set (IR data is summarised and graphically presented in SI
section 3.1). The combined spectroscopic data therefore clearly
shows that cleavage of CO2

2� AM contact leads to a decrease in
CO2 activation.

Concluding remarks to the observed trends

It has been shown that chemical and structural modifications of
the second coordination sphere around the NiII� CO2

2� core
have a notable effect on its spectroscopic features which are
direct measures for the degree of CO2 activation. Each
modification can be tuned individually but the evaluation has
shown that overall the nature of the AM counterion has the
strongest influence. Construction of an AM3N2 shell turned out
to further support CO2 activation especially in case of hard
oxophilic counterions. AM detachment could be achieved most

readily for soft AM derivatives, which feature weaker interaction
towards the carbonite.

These trends are best illustrated when comparing both
extremes in terms of activation. IILiHMDS exhibits the strongest
activation of the carbonite ligand due to the presence of three

Figure 10. Comparison of the νCO2 band for complexes 1–3 with the respective derivative of type II (A,B,C) and comparison between IILiHMDS and IILDA.

Figure 11. Graphic plot of δ13CCO2 values against co-ligands with rising
number of O-donor functions (to the right) that lead to an increasingly
pronounced detachment of the AM ions from the carbonite entity in the
complexes shown in Figure 4.
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lithium ions which favour strong donation of electron density
into the antibonding orbitals of CO2. In contrast, for 3-(15C5)2
and 3-C222 interaction of the soft potassium counterion with
the NiII� CO2

2� core is strongly weakened due to the spatial
separation induced by the donor-rich macrocycles leading to
the weakest activation of the CO2

2� ligand. Hence, the
combination of all three discussed modifications of the second
coordination sphere allows a very modular and tuneable control
of CO2 activation.

Computational study on νCO2 and δ13CCO2 values

In the previous section, general assessment of the degree of
CO2 activation was based on a combined evaluation of NMR, IR
and XRD data. Changes of the C� O vibrations or the metric
parameters around the carbonite ligand are direct consequen-
ces of the population of the anti-bonding orbitals and are
therefore good measures for interpretation. However, to date
no explanation on the relation between the δ13CCO2 value and
the degree of CO2 activation has been given in the literature.
Therefore, five complexes IILiHMDS, IINaHMDS, 1–12C4, 1–15C5, and
2–15C5 were selected for our computational study at the
TPSSh-D3(BJ)/dev2-TZVP/IEFPCM(toluene) hybrid DFT level (see
Computational Details in Supporting Information). As shown in
Figure S136, DFT optimisation indicates that structures of these
five complexes remain largely consistent with their X-ray
references, suggesting a small influence of crystal packing
effects. Notably, this pertains also to the positioning of the
variable 2nd- and 3rd-shell ligands to the Ni center beyond η2-
CO2, which lack covalent bonds to the invariable L

tBuNi fragment
shared by all the complexes. The DFT-optimized Ni(η2-CO2)
moiety displayed only a small variation within 0.02 Å in either
Ni� C or C� O bonding distances (Table S6) and within 3° in the
OCO angle, among the five complexes studied. The shortest
Ni� C1 and longest C1� O2 and vice versa, longest Ni� C1 and
shortest C1� O2 bonds (as designated in Figure 8) within the set
were received for complexes IILiHMDS and 2–15C5 correspond-
ingly.

Interestingly, our DFT analysis of the νCO2 modes revealed a
low-energy vibration in the ~1100–1200 cm� 1 region, which is
mostly a C� O1 stretch admixed with C/N nuclei motion in the
LtBu ligand, as shown e.g. for IILiHMDS in Figure S143. The
corresponding νC� O1 fingerprints in the experimental ATR-IR
spectra have been identified, facilitated by red shifts in the
bands of the 13CO2-labelled species (Figures S138–S142).
Furthermore, the well-resolved νCO2 IR features in the ~1600–
1700 cm� 1 region, commonly referred to as resulting from the
asymmetric C� O1/O2 stretch, were now disclosed to bear
predominantly C� O2 character (Figure S143) with only a minor
component of C� O1. The relative position of the νC� O1 and νC� O2
frequencies correlates well with longer C� O1 and shorter C� O2
bonds of the Ni-bound CO2 (see e.g. Table S6). Among the
complexes computed, IILiHMDS stands out displaying the highest
νC� O1 and lowest νC� O2 frequencies consistently from ATR-IR and
DFT (Figure S138). This goes in line with IILiHMDS providing an
extreme on the Ni(η2-CO2) moiety structure (vide supra), as well

as η2-CO2 charge and δ13CCO2 shift (vide infra). Notably, spectral
shoulders observed in the higher energy νC� O1 bands could not
be reproduced by computations. They will have their origins in
sub-conformers of the same species present in the solid-state
samples.

To carry out relativistic DFT calculations of the δ13CCO2 shifts,
the substituents of these five complexes were simplified to
afford model complexes IILiHMDS’, IINaHMDS’, 1–12C4’, 1–15C5’, and
2-15C5’ (see Computational Details). Our calculations success-
fully reproduced a slight (overall ca. 9 ppm) but continuous
decrease in the observed NMR 13C chemical shifts of the CO2

ligand from IILiHMDS’ to 2–15C5’ (from 183.7 to 174.4 ppm,
Table S4), overestimating the overall experimental spread by
~4 ppm. These shifts are substantially larger than the computed
(experimental) shift of free CO2, 124 ppm (126 ppm).[62] Further
analyses indicate that the shift decrease correlates with a small
but continuous increase of the computed Ni� C distances by
0.02 Å (1.79 to 1.81 Å, Table S5), and a concomitant decrease of
the cumulative negative NPA charge on the η2-CO2 moiety by
~0.14 a.u. (from � 1.06 a.u. to � 0.93 a.u., Table S7). The charge
on the η2-CO2 unit is largely compensated by changes in the
(compositionally invariable) Ni-containing molecular fragment
(Table S7). Interestingly, the positive ~0.9 a.u. charge of the
variable AM fragment of the complexes varies less, by 0.05 a.u.
These analyses confirm the assumption that the AM Lewis acid
fragment influences both the charge population and the
internal charge polarization within the LtBuNi(η2-CO2) fragment
and thereby also modifies the 13C shifts on the carbonite moiety
(Figure S137).

Notably, a recent computational study of a rather different
set of Ni0� CO2 complexes (with pincer ligands)[63] also pointed
towards the total net charge on the carbonite fragment as a
central determinant of activation, and the charge also corre-
lated with results from energy decomposition analyses. In some
of these complexes an FeII-fragment served as a Lewis acid to
withdraw charge from the LNiCO2 moiety, and the effects were
rather similar to what we observe for the AM Lewis acid.

C� O bond cleavage

Hence, DFT calculations confirmed that the observed changes
of the δ13CCO2 values indeed correlate with the degree of CO2

activation, due to a small but notable change in the overall
charge population at the CO2

2� ligand. Since “the degree of CO2

activation” refers to a weakening of one of the C� O bonds, it
was expected that the second sphere modifications would also
affect the rate of C� O bond cleavage reactions. As previously
shown, addition of electrophiles can trigger such a cleavage
reaction, causing liberation of CO and transfer of “O2� “ to the
electrophile (see Scheme 6).[43]

In a report by Agapie et al., a corresponding study was
performed on a labile Mo0� CO2 adduct.

[61] The rate of a proton
induced C� O bond cleavage was enhanced by addition of
supporting Lewis acids, showing a correlation between the
Lewis acidity and the resulting rate constants.
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From our study it was shown that not only the variation of
the Lewis acid itself, but also its spatial separation and the
introduction of a multifunctional environment affect the
NiII� CO2

2� core. Hence, we were interested whether for a given
AM ion these modifications would also impact the kinetics of a
C� O bond cleavage. Therefore, reactions between four sodium
derivatives (see Figure 12) and external CO2 as the electrophile
were followed by NMR spectroscopy at room temperature to
investigate a rate dependency (see SI section 5).

It should be noted that the C� O bond cleavage reaction is
in so far not suited for quantitative rate determinations as
liberated CO also reacts with unconsumed starting material, to
yield a NiI carbonyl compound (see Scheme 6, black box).
Hence, carbonite complexes are consumed in two competing
reactions, preventing calculations of the individual rate con-
stants. Nevertheless, the concentration of CO is limited by a
preceding reaction of the complexes with the electrophile,
meaning that the overall time needed for full consumption of
the starting material is mainly determined by the rate of the
initial C� O bond cleavage.

Reaction of 2 with external CO2 is considered as a bench-
mark for this study, since 2 represents an unmodified variant of
the selected complexes. Full consumption of the starting
material was reached 3 h after exposure to CO2. Monitoring the
reaction by 13C NMR spectroscopy revealed that it involves
formation of an unknown intermediate, which was again
quickly consumed over time. Based on NMR and IR spectro-
scopic evaluation, nickel carbonate and nickel carbonyl com-
plexes were identified as the mayor products in the final

reaction mixture. C� O bond cleavage was significantly accel-
erated when IINaHMDS was tested instead of 2. Exposure of the
complex to CO2 resulted in an immediate colour change. An
NMR measurement, performed 5 min after CO2 addition,
revealed that the reaction was already completed at this point.
However, the reaction involving IINaHMDS as the starting complex
proceeds in a more complicated fashion, caused by the
disilazide function, involving the formation of siloxides (see SI
section 5.1 for more detailed explanation). Hence the observed
acceleration is not solely caused by a stronger bond activation
but also by participation of the co-coordinated amide functions.

While incorporation of additional Na amides caused reduc-
tion of the reaction time (Table 1), the opposite was observed
when the reaction of 2-THF was examined, taking about 5 days
for complete consumption of the starting material. This effect
was even enhanced when 2–15C5 was tested instead, extend-
ing the reaction time to about 20 days. Accordingly, within the
series of complexes 2, 2-THF and 2–15C5 a very significant
increase in the reaction time was observed, in line with the
decrease in activation as indicated by the δ13CCO2 values.

Since our work so far indicated that the nature of the AM
counterion has the most pronounced effect on the CO2

activation, as indicated by the spectroscopic features, also the
derivatives 1-THF and 3-THF were subjected to this reactivity
study. Upon AM variation an increase in reaction time was
observed from Li to K for the THF adducts 1-THF, 2-THF and 3-
THF indicating that (although no linear regression was found
between the spectroscopic parameters as activation measures
and the observed reactions times) indeed all second sphere
modifications affect the reactivity.

Conclusions

In summary we have shown that increasing the basicity of the
amide bases used for formate deprotonation allows isolation of
mono metalated nickel carbonite complexes. These complexes
turned out to be ideal platforms for modifications of the second
coordination sphere around the NiII� CO2

2� core. Based on the
resulting series of complexes an in-depth study on the effect of
those modifications on CO2 activation was performed. Apart
from variation of the Lewis acidic counterion also the spatial
separation between the cooperating sites and the construction
of multifunctional sites has been examined for the first time.
The combination of these “tools” was found to enable a

Scheme 6. C� O bond cleavage of the Ni-bound carbonite ligand, triggered
by exposure to gaseous CO2, to form Ni carbonate and carbonyl complexes.
The overall reaction proceeds in two steps (black box): 1) C� O bond cleavage
under release of CO (E=H+, Me3Si

+, CO2), 2) reductive displacement of CO2
2�

by CO.

Figure 12. Selected complexes for the C� O bond cleavage study.
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modular fine tuning for the degree of CO2 activation, which is
reflected not only by the spectroscopic and structural features
of the complexes but also in the reactivity: the extent of
activation determines the rates of the C� O bond cleavage in
contact with electrophiles.

A relativistic DFT study of a subset of complexes, with focus
on the 13C(CO2) NMR shifts, shows that the coordinating AM
Lewis acid fragment withdraws only a small amount of charge
from the carbonite moiety, but it also affects the internal charge
equilibration between the LtBuNi and carbonite moieties. This is
accompanied also by structural changes, in particular in the
Ni� C bond length to the carbonite ligand.

The results of this study therefore provide useful informa-
tion for the design of catalysts for CO2 reduction showing how
secondary interaction might affect the performance. As the
nature of the counterion was found to have a significant
influence future research will focus on the extension of the
cooperative metals from AM ions to earth alkaline and even
transition metal ions.
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